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Purpose

The charity was set up in April 2018 in order to make the impact of the tax and benefits on 
families better understood. 

Activities

The trust has undertaken research on the impact of the tax and benefit on UK families  
and has presented its research to the Government and other bodies concerned with the 
welfare of families and in particular families in or at risk of falling into poverty. The charity 
aims to suggest ways the Government can improve the financial and living conditions of 
many families.

Volunteers

The Trustees are grateful for the extensive work undertaken by volunteers who collect and 
analyse data, and use their technical and design skills to highlight the difficulties faced by 
families in the UK as a result of the current tax structure.

Achievements

During the period covered by the accounts the charity has established a website which 
makes research undertaken by the charity and other bodies available to members of 
the public and other organisations concerned with the welfare of families. The website 
contains specially commissioned films which explore the problems faced by working 
families resulting from the tax and benefit system.

Representatives of the charity gave evidence to the Parliamentary ‘Making Work Pay’ 
Group and participated in a debate organized by the Institute for Fiscal Affairs and the 
Chartered Institute for Taxation on independent taxation. 

Over the next months Tax and the Family will update to 2018 the work on international 
comparisons which it does in conjunction with CARE. 
 
It will also keep updated its work on poverty and on making work pay. It will continue to 
brief Members of Parliament and others as requested and will make representations to 
Ministers and Shadow Ministers.

Research papers published by the charity have:

 ▸ Compared tax burdens in 2018/19 with those in 1990/91, the first year of 
independent taxation, The researchers found that at five selected income points 
families are paying less income tax in 2018 than in 1990 but that there has 
nevertheless been a redistribution of the tax burden with families – particularly 
single–earner families bearing a bigger share – and people without children 
bearing a smaller share. As was recognised at the time, the big winners have 
been high-income two-earner couples.

 ▸ Examined the amounts families need to earn to be out of poverty. For a single 
person this might be little as £146 per week, but in the case of a couple with four 
children it could be as much as £509 per week. This paper estimates how much 
nine different households need to earn to be out of poverty – some families can 
get above the poverty line by working 16 hours a week at the minimum wage. 
Others may need to earn £40,000.  

 ▸ Making work pay. For many families work does not pay or at least it pays very 
little. The Government takes back almost the whole of any new income the 
family earns. As a result some families have little control over their finances  

– it is almost impossible for them to escape poverty or repay a debt.
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In association with the charity CARE, Tax and the Family published  a comparison of the 
direct tax burden, income tax rates and effective marginal tax rates of various households 
in the UK with similar households in other countries in 2017. Families (households with 
children) bear a heavier share of the income tax burden than they do in other countries 
and many face much higher marginal rates.

Financial Results

During the year the charity received donations to fund the web site, and films and has a 
small surplus of £82 at 31st March 2019.

Structure and governance

The Charity is not registered with the Charities Commission as its income is below £5,000 
but is recognized by HMRC for gift aid purposes.

The Trustees are:
Dr John F Avery Jones CBE;
Leonard J H Beighton CB;  
and Donald G Draper 

The trust’s secretary is Mrs Janet Horgan of 36 Roy Road, Northwood, Middlesex HA6.

The trust bankers are Lloyds Bank, Smethwick.



info@taxandthefamily.org

For more news, research papers and  
resources please visit:  
www.taxandthefamily.org

Contact: 


